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SUBMITTED TO: The International Civil Aviation Organization

The International Civil Aviation Organization,

Observing that having an airport is a vital method of transportation of civilians and a fundamental need1

that allows for trade and commerce,2

Emphasizing that having access to travel and trade is fundamental in humanizing all people,3

Alarmed by the fact that many people worldwide are not given access to airport due to the geopolitical4

conflicts or economic inequities,5

Fully aware that Republic of Singapore is the majority stakeholder of Singapore Airlines,6

Noting Singapore Airlines with assistance from the Republic of Singapore is capable of building vast infras-7

tructure,8

Further noting that Republic of Singapore as well as Singapore Airlines is fully committed to the 20309

Agenda as will as Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) including carbon neutrality by 2030,10

Guided by good faith and a mission to realize all SDGs including those of equity and peace,11

Welcoming the opportunity for all nations to receive their deserved respect as commitment to SDG 9,16,12

and 17,13

1. Desiresto build the airport infrastructure that is needed inorder for all countries and their people to have14

the dignity and right to participate in the world economy, stage and United Nations as fully recognized and realized15

Member States;16

2. Observing that this realization is not possible at the current time because political and economic barrier17

that stand in the way of their progress;18

3. Keeps in mind that the economy of Republic of Singapore as well as the balance sheet of Singapore19

Airlines is robust enough to build out fully functioning airports;20

4. Seeks the creation of the Singapore Wings Coalition in which Singapore as well as Singapore Airlines will21

provide nations with a functioning airport with all its infrastructure without a charge to the nation to ensure peace22

and dignity of each coalition member.23

Passed, Yes: 28 / No: 5 / Abstain: 9
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